Minutes of Meeting

Project

Responsible

Museumbookingsystem

Date
Start-end
time
Location
/type

Sebastian Kunze

Attended by
Mert Ergun
Stefano Campanella
Paolo Manca
Endri Azizi
Sebastian Kunze
Omar Jaradat
Valerio Lucantonio

Location
PoliMi
PoliMi
PoliMi
MDH
MDH
MDH
MDH

08.12.2014
17.00 – 18:00
Skype

Remarks

Left after initial summary
Joined at 17.25

1. Status Updates
INFO: Omar asks a quick status update on the project and Beta Prototype
INFO: in general team thinks we are on track and we will have the product finished by the project deadline
TODO: we need to check about permissions system. Is there any feedback from customer? We should ask Robert
INFO: last time presentation was sent late to supervisors, we should send it earlier so they can give a feedback in
time.
INFO: next time in presentation we should give more insight on our status, what we have done, what we going to
do.
INFO: Sebastian did implementation about Booking editing by coordinator. He had some problems with access
controls and redirections.
INFO: Paolo is working on user stories #14 and #23
INFO: Valerio and Endri didn’t have assignments for this week.
INFO: Stefano worked on writing some initial unit tests. And now he is implementing user story #24
INFO: Mert worked more on improving testing documentation and seeing if he can make acceptance tests work,
because right now there are errors
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2. Open issues
IDEA: Valerio proposed to start thinking about making an Testing document.
DECISION: We should write more tests to present at Beta Prototype, to the customer and for the Testing document
INFO: Sebastian won’t be here next Monday and Tuesday. So we will need make Scrum Review/Planning without
him or plan the Scrum Planning some days earlier so we can do it together.
DECISION: Sebastian will ask everyone that is absent for confirmation on moving the meeting to this Thrusday
INFO: Swedish members will meet for developing together.
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